Sqwonk Bass Clarinet Duo
Jeff Anderle & Jonathan Russell, bass clarinet
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Strict9
Aaron Novik

Sojourn of the Face
Cornelius Boots

I Saw a Man Pursuing the Horizon
Kyle Hovatter

World Premiere
Knee Gas (On)
Ryan Brown

INTERMISSION
Black
Marc Mellits

KlezDuo
Jonathan Russell

Toccata and Fugue in d minor
J.S. Bach
(arr. Russell)

Bass Clarinet Double Concerto
Jonathan Russell

Caitlin Poupard, Eb clarinet
Olivia Moonitz and Kristi Hanno, 1st clarinets
Shengwen Wu and Brittany Johnson, 2nd clarinets
Abby Lloyd and Seula Lee, 3rd clarinets
Evangeline Bradley, Shelbe Olson, and Shuang Zhu, 4th clarinets
Patrick Englert, 1st bass clarinet
Jack Liang, 2nd bass clarinet
Jeremy Ruth, contra bass clarinet
Mark Alpizar, conductor
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